
Fusion EasyBase 
Assembly

Important! Read the directions and study 
the pictures—it makes all the difference. 
Matthew Burak

Everything you need to 
build your base is supplied.

4 table legs*
4 table aprons
4 corner blocks
8 mounting bolts
8 washers
Allen (hex) wrench
No additional  
tools required!

* Your legs and aprons may be a different size or style than 
shown in the photo—not to worry, the assembly is the same.



1: Loosely attach corner blocks to the legs.

3: Install  
the legs.
Slide the notches 
at the top of the 
leg into the tabs on 
the apron—the cor-
ner blocks should 
fit into the notches 
on the aprons.

You’re 
almost 
done!

2: Lay out the aprons.  
Assemble your base upside down on a smooth, flat surface 
that is larger than the table base you’re building.
Be sure the holes in the aprons for mounting  
the top are to the inside of the base,  
in the down position.

Mounting holes 
face in and down.

Correct 
alignment

A B

C

C: Do not tighten! 
There should be a gap between 
the legs and the corner blocks, 
as shown.A and B: Align the mounting block and thread the bolt  

(with washer) into the threaded rivets at the top of the leg.
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4: Tighten the leg.
Using the supplied wrench, tighten  

each bolt until it stops turning and the 
wrench handle begins to spring back.  

Repeat steps 3 and 4 for the remaining legs. 

5: Check  
the joinery.
Turn your table 
right-side up and 
carefully inspect 
the fit at each 
corner. If need be, 
fine-tune the fit  
by loosening the 
bolts and realign-
ing the leg and 
aprons.

You’re ready to mount 
your table top! 

Check the 
fit at each 
corner.
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